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About the Santa Cruz Public Libraries

• City-County

• Service Pop 217,000

• Cardholders 130,000

• Active w/in 1 Year 40,000
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About Santa Cruz

• Tourist Destination

• Educated

• Tech & Business

• Luddites

• Remote Areas

Presenter
Santa Cruz is a popular tourist destination of the Central Coast of California with beautiful beaches, majestic mountains, a marine sanctuary, and a very progressive culture. We still maintain a hint of the hippy counter culture of the 60’s, an active surf culture, and have incorporated a budding tech industry and entrepreneurial local business culture.We are home to a University and one of the best community colleges. Our county tends to have extremely high levels of educational attainment, high income levels, and high levels of technology adoption compared with California and National averages.Even so, we also have a population that is still struggling with new technologies and rely on the library to meet that need.
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Why Do We Need a Mobile Strategy?

Presenter
Even back in 2011 when we started to consider the idea, this is what dinner table was starting to look like in homes and in restaurants- everyone  is staring at their phones! According to PEW one third of American adults owned smartphones in August 2011, and in November 2011, half of adult cell phone owners had apps on their phones, and that number was clearly growing.by April 2015, nearly two-thirds of Americans owned a smartphone, and 19% of Americans rely smartphones for accessing online services and information and for staying connected to the world around them — either because they lack broadband at home, or because they have few options for online access other than their cell phone. We have many communities like this up in the San Lorenzo Valley and in Bonny Doon. Parts of our service area are remote, rural locations where some people’s primary access point to the online world is via their mobile device.
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Strategic Directions

Goals

Service 
Levels

Remote
Access

Awareness
Social 
Media

Presenter
But The most important reason for us to explore mobile options for library service was because it supported the Goals in our Strategic Plan. We had just completed the strategic planning process and we wanted a mobile platform that supported these four goals under the strategic plan’s directions.People get service at a level they want and needEstablish the library as a relevant resource in the modern world through innovative and remote delivery of servicesIncrease awareness of our resources Increase user involvement in the library, specifically through social media 
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Service Levels & Remote Access

1. People get service  the level 
they want and need

2. The library is a relevant 
resource offering remote 
service delivery options

Presenter
We wanted to give people service at the level they need and want.Offering a mobile option to search for books, manage their accounts, and access our digital resources was a critical component of our plan to improve self-service options. More than just self service, we wanted to approximate full service through a self-service platform.With the mobile app, people who are more inclined to do things themselves could have their library card on them 24/7 without carrying the card itself.The app allowed people to check out their own materials inside the library, either by scanning their card on our self-checkout machines or through the BookCheck feature right within the app.People could easily check the library catalog for things they heard about on the radio, saw in a bookstore, or talked about in a coffee shop- without having wait to get to their desktop at home or waiting for staff to help them during open hours.
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Awareness & Social Media

1. Database Integration

2. Social Media Integration

Presenter
Closely tied to the goals of service levels for remote access was a desire on our part to increase awareness of our digital resources and to grow our social media presence as  way to connect with the community. We spend thousands on research databases, and we want people to discover them and use them.Our mobile platform would be one way for people in our remote areas to take advantage of our digital resources – or at least become aware of them.We also wanted to maximize use of our text reference service, which continues to grow as a way for people to contact the Finally, a mobile platform choice had to connect us with the community through social media. Mobile would be an important place where people are drawn to our social media presence. From there they might learn about programs, additional services, and share their stories with the library.
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Going Mobile
Mobile Website Mobile App

Presenter
But I’m getting a little ahead of myself here.Now that we were sure that we needed a mobile option for our library, we had to do some research and planning. During the initial process of evaluation we considered whether a native app or a mobile website would be a better fit for our community and for our situation.Considering the decision from a patron focused perspective, we really tried to think about what people wanted to do at the library on their phones. Our website has a lot of amazing content, history articles and photographs, subject guides, in-house databases specific to local resources held at the library…But for the most part people aren’t looking for this stuff when they are out on the go with their phones. We looked closely at our Google analytics and what people were doing on our website, and overwhelmingly people were searching the catalog, managing their accounts, looking to see what new items we had, checking for events, and doing research. Then we had to consider the resources that would go into building a mobile website versus contracting for a mobile app with Boopsie. Our library is lucky because we have a dedicated IT department that is highly skilled and has a real understanding of library service. At the time the department was critically understaffed and without an IT manager. Our programmer and web designer would essentially have to create an entire second website for mobile.We would have had to completely rewrite the front of our website. This would have been huge and taken a lot of time. We have only one webmaster/programmer with a lot of demand on her time. A project like this would have kept her from rebuilding servers that were in critical need of upgrades and working on multiple other projects with similar high priorities.When it came down to decision time, selecting Boopsie was a no-brainer for us. We need to use our precious staff resources in the most efficient way possible- and asking our webmaster to build an entire mobile site and administer two separate sites was out of the question. The Boopsie option would deliver a native mobile app that achieved all of our mobile library needs and more, with a relatively minimal time commitment from our webmaster and IT department and with constant support, maintenance, and development.
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Implementation

• Looked at other library mobile apps

• Chose patron friendly language

• Customized to meet our needs

• Iterative 6 week process

Presenter
When it came to implementation, we chose to include as many integrations as possible and as many entry points into library services as we could that still made sense in a mobile environment.Keeping in mind our goals to highlight our digital services we tried to add as many of our online services as we could.So, we basically went through an iterative process where a small team including people from different levels in the library went section by section making adjustments and providing feedback. Our Boospie tem would make the adjustments we requested until we got things looking and functioning the way we wanted.The great part about the implementation process, and one of the reasons we selected Boopsie as a platform, was the relatively minimal amount of work that had to be performed by our IT department and webmaster/programmer in particular. Ou Webmaster was closely involved in the process, and coordinated SIP2 access for real time access to the ILS, and she has had to set up and perform catalog extracts on a weekly basis for the Smart Search feature, which we love, but compared to the time and effort that would have gone into creating a mobile website…I think we made good use of her time. After about 6 weeks of this we were ready to start promoting it to the public.
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Promoting SCPL on the Go

• Press Release

• Bookmarks

• Flyers

• Digital Signage

• Social Media

• Welcome Rack Cards

Presenter
After a soft launch to give staff users a chance to become familiar with the app, We used a multi-channel marketing plan to announce our mobile app to the public.Of course we sent out a press release to local media outlets.We created bookmarks to support word of mouth and person to person marketing inside the library. We added a QR code to the bookmark so that we had a quick way for people with smartphones to download the app instantly. While on the desk I had lots of people use the bookmark to scan then leave it behind. These are really handy.We a digital signage screens at all of our branches, so we had added SCPL on the go to the lineup of promotions.We promoted it heavily on social media via Facebook and TwitterAnd we finally added it to the WELCOME handout we give to new patrons when they get a library card.
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First Year Results

Presenter
It was March of 2013 when we soft launched SCPL on the go and we saw 126 downloads of the app before we began marketing it to the public. That was probably staff users and the first few patrons who heard about it by word of mouth.We began promoting the app to the public in April. May 2013 we had 336 members of the public download it in just the first moth after hearing about it.By the end of the fiscal year and approximately a year after implementation, 2,052 people had downloaded the app, averaging at about 200 downloads per month and around 700 active users per month.
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What People Are Saying

Presenter
People love SCPL on the go. These are just a few of the comments we have received from people about using it.Back when we first implemented the app we were using Evergreen, an open source ILS. We had a problem with inconsistent search results after an update. But search results in the mobile app were actually more accurate than our regular online catalog. Our staff started using the SCPL on the Go app instead of our Evergreen client just so we could find things in the catalog!I am sure that the issue with the update has been resolved, nevertheless, as we began working on our IT plan in 2013, moving to a new ILS was high on our list of goals.
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Fast Forward: SCPL on the Go Today

• About 200 per month

• A total of 2,665 downloads

• 805,252 Queries

Presenter
In just the last year, about 200 people per month have downloaded the appThat makes a total of 2,665 People that have downloaded the app in the last yearPeople accessing the library through the app more than 805 thousand timesOut of our 40,000 active borrowers, these are great numbers, and help show that we have achieved our goals in choosing the right mobile platform to give people the service they need, at the level they want, and to expose them to opportunities to use library resources and connections they might not have heard about otherwise.
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About the presenter
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